
The Seder
Workshop

THINKING OF HOSTING A SEDER
FOR THE FIRST TIME?

Designed to help you be
a Seder Leader

FOR WOMEN & MEN

To lessen the chances of spreading
unwanted viruses, our infectious
disease consultant advises that
meals, including Seders, be eaten
in groups as small as possible. He
also advises that it is more safe,
healthwise, to have the same
guest(s), rather than rotating
guests.  Please help us to create
smaller groups by hosting a seder.

IS IT THE FIRST TIME IN YEARS
YOU'VE NEEDED TO HOST A SEDER?

By Rabbi Benjamin Yasgur
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THE SEDER WORKSHOP 5780
Presented by Rabbi Benjamin S. Yasgur

I. What are the goals of the Seder?

A- Tell the Story  Must go beyond, FEEL THE STORY. Be inquisitive, ask

questions. 

B- EAT THE STORY

Part of the telling is via foods; we are obligated to eat certain foods.

C- Express our Hakarat HaTov (Appreciation) to HaShem

To accomplish these 3 goals, the are 15 steps Kadesh, Urchatz....

Why start this way?

From Steve Lipman in OU Action Magazine- I have found it effective to establish

one simple theme at the beginning of the evening that can serve as a common

thread for the whole night. Throughout, I paint the Seder as a journey: in time and

space, from Egypt to the Promised Land, from a people engrossed in idolatry to a

nation that has grown in holiness.

III. Seder Plate consists of five foods: 

(Minhag, finish assembling Seder Plate at the table.)

Shank Bone- Shank bone, meat, or a neck represents the Passover lamb

offering.

Egg- represents the holiday offering (Chagiga). Custom is to partially roast

the shell. 

Bitter Herbs (Maror), such as romaine lettuce, horseradish, or endive.

II.
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Charoset (sweet mixture of nuts and fruits) reminds us of the mortar the

Jews used to build the Egyptian storage cities.

Vegetable- parsley or potato (Karpas). The dipping of vegetable is there to

motivate the asking of questions.

IV. THREE MATZOT

Preference for Shmurah, either Hand Made or Machine made.

V. Kadeish: Making Kiddush

Note: On the other Jewish festivals, only one person needs to drink the wine

when Kiddush is said, and that will cover and fulfill everyone else’s

requirement for that kiddush.

At the Passover Seder, all Jews above the age of bar mitzva or bat mitzva

must drink wine for Kiddush and for the other three times in the Seder when

the borei pri ha’gafen blessing is said. KIDDUSH is First of FOUR CUPS.

Note:  People who cannot drink alcohol are permitted to drink grape juice at the Seder.

On Shabbos we can/should start Early. NOT SO PESACH.

15 Steps can start early, not Kiddush.

2nd night may not start prep until Tzait

Custom- Have someone else pour your wine for you

How much to Drink?

Each person must drink four cups of wine at the seder;

Each cup must hold at least 3.3 fl. oz.

•

•
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For each blessing on the wine, one must drink at least HALF+ within 2

minutes of when you begin to drink each cup.

The seder is the only time in the year that you must drink most of your cup

(rov kos) of kiddush wine. (For kiddush on Shabbat and Jewish festivals, you

need drink only Melo Lugmav). So if you have a cup larger than 4 fl. oz. (119

ml), you may have to drink a lot of wine–more than half of each cup for four

cups!

VI. HASAIBA- Leaning To Left. Expression of Chairut

Every male at the seder is required to lean to the left side while drinking each

cup of wine., lean onto something to your left, such as a chair or couch. A

pillow is nice but optional. Reclining is optional for women.

You may dilute the seder wine to a minimum of 4% alcohol.

If you have equally good red wine and white wine, the red is preferred for the

four cups at the seder. If your white wine is better or if you prefer white wine,

use that.

You may drink more wine between the first and second cups if you have that intention from the

start. However, we generally do not drink then. Between the second and third cups (i.e., our

meal) we may drink more wine, but not between the third and fourth cups.

VII. THE FOUR CUPS

VIII. URCHATZ: Wash Hands (No blessing)

Wash hands from a cup of water but do not say a blessing on washing.
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IX. KARPAS: Eat the Vegetable

Dip the Karpas in the salt water and say the blessing borei pri ha’adama;

keep in mind that this blessing will also apply to the bitter herbs you will

eat later in the seder.  EAT A SMALL AMOUNT.

BRACHA- have in mind MAROR.

X. YACHATZ: Break the Matza

Break the middle of the three matzas, wrap the larger part and hide/place in a

safe location .

Reason: We remind ourselves of our slavery, poverty. It represents the idea

that poor people can’t afford a whole loaf of bread or want to save some food

for the next day.

Rav Soloveitchik- sharing. Caring for others. Slave cannot worry about

himself. ONLY free person can worry about others.

XI. MAGID: Tell the Story

If we are telling a story, must use a language that is understood.

READ in English. Take turns

Intro is Ha Lachma Anya. Hold the broken half from stack of three matzot

Afterwards, Cover the Matzot, REMOVE SEDER PLATE; POUR SECOND

CUP.

XII. MA NISHTANA

Why only these 4 questions?   ubhhv oscg is tha answer-HOW?

AFTER MA NISHTANA, return the Seder Plate. Uncover the Matzot.
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Continue the MAGID section by reading the Haggada

XIII. BEFORE VeHee SheAmda: Cover Matzot. Everyone lifts cup of wine as

we recite VeHee SheAmda. We cover the matzot during references to

HaShem’s salvation.

AFTER VeHee SheAmda: Uncover Matzot, as we continue the story of our

national hardships.

XIV. Shortly after DAYAINU we read Rabban Gamliel’s teaching: To fulfill

our obligation of telling the story of the Exodus, we must summarize and

understand the meaning of PESACH, MATZA, MAROR. Some explain, that

eating these items (Korban Pesach at time Beit HaMikdash is functioning) is not

enough. Must understand why we eat these key items; not adequate to just eat

them!

PESACH- We do not point to or hold anything while explaining PESACH, in

recognition that we do not have the Paschal offering.

MATZAH- One person holds, or this year- points to the broken middle matza.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Any food directly touched by one person should be eaten

only by that person and NOT shared with others. When it comes to eating the

matza once the meal starts, there should be other matza, separate from the 3-matza

set-up, available for Seder participants. When taking Maror or any other food

during the Seder, a person should use a clean fork or spoon to take their portion, or

a designated person should serve the food.  

MAROR- This year, one person points to the Maror.
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XV. B’Chol Dor VaDor/In Every Generation is recited. AFTER this paragraph,

COVER the MATZAS. Everyone lifts a cup of wine, begins praises of HaShem

and recites the first two paragraphs of the Hallel. While still holding the cup of

wine, EVERYONE recites the blessing of Asher Ge’alanu, recognizing that

HaShem redeemed us. At its conclusion, we recite the blessing of Borai Peri

HaGafen. Drink the wine, while reclining.

XVI. WE ARE NOW READY TO BEGIN THE SEDER MEAL

NETILAT YADA’IM- if there is more than one seder participant, one person

should stay at the table to keep watch over the matza, when possible.

HaMOTZI- Two blessings are recited. First is the regular HaMOTZI. All three

(2 1/2) Matzot are held for this bracha. We do not eat until after the second bracha.

Place the bottom Matza down on the table or Matza holder, and move the broken

matza to the top. Then recite the second bracha on the mitzva of eating matza.

(Remember to recline.)

KORAICH, the Sandwich. The Seder leader uses the bottom matza for the

Sandwich. Participants may take from other matza. The Sandwhich is eaten while

reclining.

Enjoy the Seder meal which concludes with the eating of the AFIKOMAN.

Our Sages teach, the one who is wise has eyes in his head. This means, one who is

wise thinks ahead and plans accordingly. The Afikoman is meant to come as the

conclusion of a satisfying meal. However, we must make sure we still have room to

eat the proper mount of the Mitzva of Afikoman.
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XVII. BARAICH/BENTCHING- We fill our third cup of wine and hold it while

we recite Shir HaMa’alot and Bentching. At the conclusion of Bentching, we recite

the blessing on the wine; drink while reclining.

XVIII. The FOURTH CUP and the KOS ELIYAHU- are now poured. We open

our front door, demonstrate we regcgnize HaShem is our protector, and recite

Shefoch Chamatcha. Many have the tradition, at this point, to sing Eliyahu

HaNavi.

XIX. HALLEL- We raise our cup of wine and recite, with joyfulness, second part

of the Hallel and additional praises to HaShem. After which, we recite the blessing

on wine and drink the fourth cup, while reclining. One should drink enough wine

(3+ ounces) in order to say the Bracha Achrona, which is included in the Haggada.

XX. NIRTZAH- we conclude with additional recitations asking that HaShem

accept our Seder observance, recognizing HaShem has helped us throughout

Jewish history and praying that we will soon welcome full Redemption!

Enjoy your Seder!

ADVANCE PLANNING NOTES

Confirm you have Matza, Wine, Marror, Charoset, other items for Seder Plate and

Haggadas.  

Arrange seating so that participants can lean while supporting the LEFT side of

their body to fulfill the mitzva of Hasaiba. Also arrange seating to keep distance, if

there are guests present.

We do NOT eat roasted meat or chicken at the Seder. If baking such meats, there

should be an extremely generous amount of water in the pan or pot.
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When there are guests at the Seder, hopefully only a small number, this year, the

Seder should proceed as quickly as possible.


















